The GPCG 2 isolator. Can be used in all fluid bed processes.
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The GPCG 2 isolator.

Intelligent isolator technology
Customised handling
Clever cleaning system
Ideally suited for clinical samples

Maximum flexibility
Integrated control
Plug & Play

Intelligent isolator technology
Push/push filters in the supply and exhaust air guarantee contamination-free filter replacement. Monitoring of air change and pressure. No compromises in the selection of safety-relevant components. For safety at the highest level!

Customised handling
Whether RTP port, washing sluice, tubing system with continuous liner or a combination of these systems – the design is as flexible as your requirements.

Clever cleaning system
Never get your hands dirty again! Integrated, automatic WIP system cleaning. Perfect accessibility for the manual cleaning of the isolator housing. And naturally with centralised waste water disposal.

GPCG 2 LabSystem and GPCG 2 Isolator. An unbeatable combination.

Maximum flexibility
Integrated control
Plug & Play

Maximum flexibility
For processes and products without total containment requirements: simply use it like a conventional GPCG 2 LabSystem. For drying, granulating and Wurster coating.

Integrated control
Maximum performance with optimal operability. Touch screen, developer or recipe mode, data acquisition and transmission. A central control for everything – independent of total containment mode or manual operation. Sometimes less is simply more.

Plug & Play
Plug it in and go! No complicated installation, no effort, no trouble. Just connect it and you’re off. It’s that simple!

Total Containment. Safety first!

Simply High Tech.

Handling

Clever cleaning system

Push/Push-Filter

Intelligent isolator technology

Monitoring of air change and pressure. No compromises in the selection of safety-relevant components. For safety at the highest level!

Customised handling

Whether RTP port, washing sluice, tubing system with continuous liner or a combination of these systems – the design is as flexible as your requirements.

Clever cleaning system

Never get your hands dirty again! Integrated, automatic WIP system cleaning. Perfect accessibility for the manual cleaning of the isolator housing. And naturally with centralised waste water disposal.